
MOUNTAIN Machines
Mountains form natural boundaries, dictate trade routes, create natural 

defenses and powerfully affect our weather. They have inspired wonder 

but have also fragmented peoples and sparked wars throughout history. 

This episode examines how mountains were created and how they have 

shaped the human story over time. How has the location of mountain 

ranges like the Alps and the Rockies affected migration patterns, and 

how has the elevation of mountains helped agriculture flourish? Viewers 

learn about the interesting connections between mountain ranges and 

historical events, including the discovery of massive undersea mountain 

ranges and volcanoes that are still active today.

Curriculum Links
H2®’s Big History series is a great fit with a range of courses and units on history, science and technol-
ogy, social studies and global studies. It is most appropriate for high school students but is suitable 
for middle school students as well. The series can be used as a companion to the Big History Project 

online course and curriculum. (Visit www.bighistoryproject.com to learn more.)

Identif  ication Terms
The terms below are used in this episode; defining them will help students understand some of the 
concepts explored in this series. Using a dictionary or another resource, students can find definitions 
for these terms before or after watching the episode. As they are watching, students can also keep a 
list of terms from each episode in the Big History series to define.

arduous  monumental  tectonic plates
condense   perilous  temperate
excavator   sediments  watershed

Discussion Questions
1.  How many major mountain systems are there on Earth? What are they 

called and where are they located? 
2.  How were the major mountain systems of the world formed? 
3.  How have the locations of mountain ranges of the United States affected 

migration and settlement?
4.  What does the word “balkanize” mean and what are some examples of the ways balkanization  

has shaped history?
5.  How do mountains work as excavators or bulldozers of metals? 
6.  What is the mid-Atlantic Ridge and how does it affect life on Earth?



Activities
1.  Otzi the Iceman. In this episode, we learn about Otzi the Iceman, a natural mum-

my discovered in 1991. Research this discovery and write a short essay about why it 
was significant. Based on this episode, why would Otzi have been in the mountains? 

2.  Mountain Milestones. Mountains have influenced migration patterns, the locations 
of cities and towns, and have played a role in sparking conflict. Choose one histori-
cal moment discussed in this episode and describe how mountains played a role in 
this historical milestone.

3.  Nature’s Water Towers. Mountains work as natural “water towers” as we learn in 
this episode. Describe or illustrate the role mountains play in producing and refresh-
ing the world’s water systems in an essay or visual presentation. 

4.  World Without Mountains. Without mountains Earth would be a much different place and may not 
exist at all. In a short essay, describe what the world would be like without mountains. How do mountains 
regulate and balance the Earth’s environment? Be sure to include the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in your essay. 

Reflections After Watching
What were the three most interesting things you learned from watching this episode of Big History?

Web Links
Short video about the formation of mountains:  
www.history.com/shows/how-the-earth-was-made/videos/mountain-building

Learn more about World War I: 
http://www.history.com/topics/world-war-i 

Big History Project:
www.bighistoryproject.com

Related Reading
Note: These books are recommended for educators and advanced student readers who may want to read 
selections from these books to further their understanding of the topics explored in this episode. 
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